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Leave Him On Red debuts  on Ins tagram TV. Image credit: Tamara Mellon

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Throughout 2018, luxury marketers have taken to more inventive methods of advertising to bring consumers into
their worlds.

Influencers, omnichannel efforts that span physical and digital, immersive experiences and unique film content are
a few of the ways luxury brands have catered to modern consumers. Luxury consumers, who now span all income
brackets and demographics, are becoming loyal to brands who have created inventive methods of advertising.

Here are the top 10 advertising campaigns of 2018, in alphabetical order:

Overs ized hoodies  and colorful sweaters  dominate Balenciaga's  winter collection. Image credit: Balenciaga

French fashion house Balenciaga turned to a lo-fi technique to give its latest campaign film an aura of authenticity.

Mimicking user-generated content and social media videos, the film captures the everyday wearability of the brand's
winter 2018 collection. To attract younger affluents, many luxury labels are choosing to emphasize relatability rather
than exclusivity in their marketing (see story).
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Balmain's  CGI army. Image credit: Balmain

French fashion house Balmain was the latest luxury brand to cast computer-generated models in its marketing,
pointing to a growing trend of virtual ambassadors.

Taking inspiration from the diverse members of the "Balmain Army," the label tapped photographer Cameron-James
Wilson to create a series of images featuring a trio of 3D models. While an unexpected move for traditional luxury
houses, more are turning to virtual models to take advantage of their striking looks and extensive followers (see
story).

The Kardashians  feature heavily in the campaign. Image credit: Fendi

Italian fashion brand Fendi gathered famous families for a campaign that centers on its Peekaboo handbag.

The campaign features personalities such as Kim Kardashian West along with her mother Kris Jenner and young
daughter North West, as well as South Korean singers and sisters Jessica and Krystal Jung. The campaign
emphasized the importance of family and the relationships built between women, reflecting Fendi's own familial
ties (see story).

A Gucci advertis ing made in partnership with GQ. Image courtesy of Gucci

Italian fashion label Gucci teamed with Cond Nast men's magazine British GQ to highlight the stories of creative
individuals.

The second installment of their collaborative series "The Performers" follows five influential men as they travel to a
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place that shaped them. Rather than one-off articles, today native content partnerships often revolve around ongoing
campaigns or series, allowing a brand and publication to make more of an impact (see story).

IWC takes  to VR for interactive journey through the desert. Image credit: IWC.

Swiss watchmaker IWC Schaffhausen promoted its Pilot watches through a digital campaign featuring brand
ambassador Bradley Cooper.

The digital campaign consisted of a short film along with posts on the brand's social media pages, all involving the
actor. The short film, called "Engineered for New Horizons," showcases the Pilot's legacy as a watch inspired by
aviation and the brave men and women who fly planes (see story).

Dua Lipa is  the face of the new campaign. Image credit: Jaguar

British luxury auto brand Jaguar celebrated its Pace line of cars through a collaboration with singer Dua Lipa
beginning next month.

On Sept. 3, Dua Lipa performed a concert in Amsterdam sponsored by Jaguar with appearances from the Jaguar I-
Pace, E-Pace and F-Pace. The collaboration was part of Jaguar's attempt to promote its suite of electric vehicles (see
story).

Prada's  Real Life Comix campaign. Image credit: Prada

Italian fashion label Prada turned models into graphic novel heroes in an advertising effort that blurs the lines
between fiction and reality.
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Part of Prada's spring/summer 2018 campaign, Real Life Comix promoted both its men's and women's lines by
combining photography by Willy Vanderperre and illustrations from numerous artists. As luxury brands look to tell
stories around their products, the comic book format has been adopted by marketers for its eye-catching style (see
story).

Image from Marc Jacobs ' fall/winter 2018 campaign. Image credit: Marc Jacobs

U.S. fashion label Marc Jacobs turned an everyday activity into a glamorous occasion in a canine-themed
advertising campaign.

For fall/winter 2018, the brand captured models taking dogs on a walk. The dramatic shots aim to make color the
leading character, as models are styled in vibrant head-to-toe jewel-tone looks (see story).

Fashion label Tamara Mellon capitalized on female empowerment for a new marketing campaign promoting its
footwear.

The label's "Leave Him On Red" campaign references the popular idea of leaving someone "on read," meaning
when you do not text them back. Both the collection and the marketing campaign rely on using elements of Internet
culture as well as popular influencers to bring the message to life through Instagram's new IGTV video hub (see
story).

Tom Ford's  spring/summer campaign features  many models  completely unclothed. Image credit: Tom Ford

U.S.-based fashion label Tom Ford took a unique approach to advertising the clothing of its  spring/summer 2018
collection by having his models appear scantily clad.

The brand's eponymous designer has a reputation in the industry for his bold and risqu marketing tactics, as he
frequently employs nudity, profanity and sexually suggestive imagery as part of his overall aesthetic. While
counterintuitive, this strategy is particularly suited to luxury fashion as the clothes are part of an aspirational luxury
lifestyle and not necessarily standalone products to be enjoyed on their own (see story).
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